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the World 
"Palestinians hold the key to suc-
cess in Middle East peace-talks," 
said Secretary of State _ James 
Baker. The difficult task is to assem-
ble a negotiating team that both the 
Palestine Liberation Organization 
and Israel will accept. 
the Nation 
Clarence Thomas was approved 
by the narrowest margin of any 
Supreme Court nominee's confirma-
tion. The 52-48 vote was three votes 
shy of defeating the nomination. Two 
Democratic senators, Arizona's 
Dennis DeConcini and Louisiana's 
Bennett Johnson provided key votes 
for Thomas. Arkansas' delegation of 
Dale Bumpers and David Pryor both 
voted against Thomas. 
Senator Howell Heflin, 0-Ala., 
said he slept until noon last Monday 
after three days of exhaustive hear-
ings. He concluded that if the hear-
ing was a trial, there would have 
been a "hung jury." 
the State 
Arkansas and Texas will tem-
porarily suspend a 100-year rivalry 
after tomorrow's game. The series 
has featured numerous outstanding 
players and games, though none 
more famous than the 1969 national 
championship game that is still con-
sidered by many as one of the 
greatest collegiate games ever. Next 
year, Arkansas moves on to the 
Southeastern Conference. Game 
time is noon tomorrow. 
theCarnrus 
~ 
The American Red Cross blood 
drive at Harding University will be 
Tuesday, Oct. 22, from 1 to 7 p.m. in 
Benson Auditorium. The Red Cross 
is committed to providing the safest 
blood supply possible in adequate 
amounts to Arkansas patients. This 
goal can only be accomplished if 
enough healthy people volunteer to 
donate blood. 
Most people will never know the 
patient who needed their blood, but 
the short time donating blood could 
mean a lifetime to someone else. 
1991 Homecoming Queen crowned today 
~ Carolyn Holmes ~- -- -
Olo;on ~wrt wrlllrr 
Ashley House became Harding Universi-
ty's 1991 Homecoming Queen during a 
coronation ceremony in chapel today. 
Along with two of her friends, fellow Ko 
Jo Kai social club members Paige Watson 
and Jana Stegall, Ashley was nominated by 
the Harding football team to preside over the 
Homecoming game Saturday afternoon. All 
three candidates were presented in chapel 
Wednesday, and student elections were held 
in the student center the same day. This 
morning, the results of the voting were an-
nounced and President Burks crowned 
Ashley Homecoming Queen for 1991. 
Ashley is the daughter of Jim and Sue 
House of Searcy. Her older brother Matt 
graduated from Harding two years ago and 
her younger brother Jordan attends Harding 
Academy. 
Elementary education is Ashley's major. 
In the future, she plans to graduate and 
teach third or fourth grade. 
Sports of all kinds top, the list of Ashley's 
hobbies. She plays football, basketball, 
tennis; softball and swims, as wellaK belhg 
a Bison cheerleader. After attending' 
Harding University in Florence, Italy, this 
summer, she has also acquired a love tor 
travel. Her photography skills came in han-
dy during her travels in Europe. 
None of the girls knew of their nomination 
before chapel last week and Ashley admits 
that it was quite a surprise. 
"She didn't even hear the announcement," 
explains Kim Gooch, Ashley's roommate. 
"We had to convince her that they'd really 
said her name." 
"I hadn't really realized all the Homecom-
ing activities were coming up," Ashley said. 
"I knew I'd heard my name but I was just 
so shocked." 
Thmmy Shoemaker and Patrick Gill, two 
of the Bison football team captains, escorted 
Ashley during today's chapel service. Her 
father will be her escort for the Homecom-
ing game. 
Jana was accompanied today by Tad 
Niblett and Paige's escort was Matt Thomp-
son, both of whom are also team captains. 
A second coronation will take place at the 
game at which Jana and Paige will serve as 
attendants. 
Jana, a sophomore speech pathology ma-
jor, is the daughter of Ken and Janis Stegall 
of Durant, Okla. She enjoys sports, such as 
softball, volleyball and basketball and sing-
ing. Jana plans to go to graduate school after 
Harding. 
Paige is the daughter of Kurt and Karen 
Watson of Springfield, Mo. She is an elemen-
tary education major with a minor in early 
childhood development. Her favorite sports 
include running, football and gymnastics 
and she also plays the keyboard. In the 
future, Paige plans to start a family and 
teach kindergarten. 
Ashley is excited about her opportuni-
ty to represent Harding as its 1991 
Homecoming Queen. 
"It's a big honor," she said. Th the football 
team, she adds, "Thanks for nominating me 
and good luck on Saturday." 
1991 Homecoming Queen Ashley House 
1991 HOMECOMING CANDIDATES: ]ana Stegall, Ashley House and Paige Watson . 
They are pictured with the Bisons ' team captains. 
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Senate confirmation hearing ruins lives, 
victimizes the process of truth, honesty 
Networks premiered the prime-time version of "To Tell 
the Truth" last weekend. Unlike the old game show, the 
real truth will never be known in this case. 
Clarence Thomas and Anita Hill had their showdown 
at the Senate corral. The four-day hearing on sexual 
harassment charges resulted in a damaging wound. 
Thomas and Hill adequately discredited each other and 
the entire Senate confirmation process quicker than you 
can copy Article II, Section IV of the Constitution. 
Honestly, the process revealed the inadequacy of the 
system. Only in the Senate could you be forced to answer 
questions by proven plagiarist, Joseph Biden. Thomas 
should have answered, "Maybe you should check the 
sources of these allegations, Senator." Where else would 
you be tortured by the eternally dull Howell Heflin, the 
strongest living case for mandatory retirement and term 
limitations for congressmen? And, how could Ted Kennedy 
judge anyone's morals? Sexual harassment from Kennedy 
would be like a first date, compared to his usual conduct. 
To tell the truth, the entire hearing degenerated to a cross 
between a soap opera (Days of our L i.eS) and a porno flick. 
With carefully-orchestrated scripts, Hill explained the 
trauma that Clarence Thomas has presented in her life. 
Of course, she continued working with him after the "hor-
rendous" incidents occurred. And of course, she stayed 
in contact with him as recently as last year. Many males 
would be disqualified from being a Supreme Court 
nominee for statements they have made that are far worse 
than Hill's testimony, even if it is true. But, this never 
should have been made public anyway. 
Frankly, Thomas' character has been damaged despite 
the favorable vote result. The personal assault has created 
an unnecessary victim. 
Truthfully, the report wasn't suppOsed to have been made 
public. The only reason America was subjected to the in-
aneness of the hearing was a leak by one of the Senators. 
Similar misconduct has been harshly punished in the past. 
Actually, the real victim of the hearing was Truth. The 
"he said, she said's" were a superificial quest for Truth. 
Panels and testimonies were subterfuge for a deeper 
uiterior motive; unfortunately, lives were ruined in the 
·a o:Ssf1re: BhT1lie· real death was to Truth. I'm serious. 
Honestly. Would I lie to you? 
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If you ask, will they really come? 
Do you ever just sit around and philosophize? In other 
words, do you ever try to make sense out of something 
that usually doesn't make sense? Like . . . relationships, 
between males and females? 
Well, this past weekend, I stood outside the Student 
Center with two friends and did just that . We got on the 
subject of relationships because fall is here, and with the 
falling leaves comes club hayrides. And club hayrides re-
quire dates. Not just any date but the type of date that one 
can cuddle with, without any reservations. 
Anyway, my club hayride is one week away, and 
I have yet to ask anybody to accompany me. I have 
always been hesitant about asking guys out because 
I always fear what they might think. Even something as 
innocent as a club hayride may scare a guy into oblivion. 
I don't know. 
But most of my guy friends say that they would be flat-
tered if a girl asked them out. There are always a small 
percentage of guys that might be "scared off' by a girl 
asking them out, and would you believe me if I told you 
that I seem to always manage to ask these guys to my club 
functions? Call me weird, but it's true. 
Prior to coming to this fine institution, I had never 
"asked a guy out." My freshman year, my club sisters had 
to force me to ask a guy to my hayride. I couldn't believe 
my ears when they announced that we had to get "dates" 
in order to go. 
To me, club functions are tor mere fun. Nothing else. 
I don't use them as a tool to "go out" with someone that 
I might be interested in. Usually at these parties, so much 
is going on that not much communicating is done. 
Therefore, by the end of the evening, your date is still a 
stranger to you. And if you're lucky (like me) by the time 
he drops you off, or vice versa, you might even know his 
last name. 
I try to consider two things before asking a guy out: 
"Will he be "fun?" and "Can I be friends with him in 
the future?" I really don't want to fork out $30 and not 
get anything in return. And by "return," I don't mean a 
"dating relationship" - I mean a "friendship relationship." 
I want to be able to consider this person my- friend, and 
when I see him in the Student Center, I want to feel com-
fortable enough to go up to him and say "Hello." 
So, now that I'm done philosophizing, which to some 
of you, may have been complete jibberish, I close with 
this advise to the newcomers to "Harding Dating" . . . 
"Ask and it shall be given to you; seek and you shall find; 
knock and the door shall be opened." 
- Carmelita Bandy 
Letter to the Editor 
To the Editor: 
The United States and the Roman Empire were com-
pared in an editorial appearing in last week's edition of 
The Bison. It is true that this is a very legitimate com-
parison. Perhaps the greatest comparison that can be made 
between the two is that both reached a tremendous level 
of wealth and power. We must take drastic actions, though, 
to insure that the destinations of the two are not similar. 
The editorialist last week made some suggestions as to in-
suring America's continued existence. I, too, would like 
to offer a solution, but from a different perspective. 
There have been several suggestions on making America 
a better nation - the nation it can and should be. Most 
of these suggestions have concerned political initiatives 
to help the environn1ent, decrease taxes, increase domestic 
spending, deregulate markets, etc. I propose that the key 
to making America the nation it can be does not fundanlen-
tally reside in any of these solutions. No, the solution rests 
in neither the Republican Party nor the Democratic Par-
ty. It will not matter how much we protect the environ-
ment, how much we decrease taxes, how much we increase 
domestic spending, or how much we deregulate the 
markets if one other "phenomenon" does not occur. That 
"phenomenon" is a turn toward God and Christ Jesus. 
Many times, we, as Christians, will argue that what I 
-am saying is true, but we too often offer only lip service. 
(1, too, have been guilty of this.) We must start living what 
we are talking. Being moral people who merely support 
"good things" is not enough. 
Should we all be missionaries? Of course not. Not'in 
the sense that we should all go to foreign countries. Should 
we avoid all earthy activities such as politics? Of course 
not. I am a Republican who plans to work for the govern-
ment someday. 
When we begin making things such as politics, business 
or anything else our number one priority over spreading 
the gospel of Jesus Christ, though, we are forsaking our 
true purpose. It's easy to forget our true purpose while 
living in America, but if we want to keep this great na-
tion, we, as individuals, must make certain we are 
spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ rather than the gospel 
of a particular party or policy. · 
- Brett Watson 
Bison Policy 
The Bison is a campus newspaper written, edited, and 
largely financed by students, seeking to meet the needs 
of the campus. The Bison, being the sole weekly jour-
nalistic medium of Harding University, seeks to pro-
vide students, faculty administration, and alumni with 
a subjective, well-rounded coverage of campus events 
as well as local, state and national affairs of importance 
to the student body. 
The Bison is an educational tool for journalism and 
communication students, providing practical experience 
and the acquisition of hands-on skills that cannot be 
learned in the classroom. 
The Bison subscribes to no particular political or 
social bias and recognizes the responsibility of accuracy, 
fairness and objectivity. Being an organ of a Christian 
university, we maintain a goal of upholding Christian 
ideals and standards while retaining the earmarks of 
nondiscriminate objectivity which characterizes jour-
nalistic excellence. 
Existing primarily for t4e student populace, The 
Bison acts as a forum for student perspective. The 
Bison welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. 
Letters intended for publication should be signed and 
should not exceed 300 words. Pseudonyms or unsigned 
letters will not be considered, though an author's name 
may be withheld from publication upon request. Sub-
missions should be mailed to The Bison at campus box 
1192 or brought to the office on the second floor of the 
Student Center by 5 p.m. Monday. The staff reserves 
the right to edit contributions for space requirements. 
Unsolicited manuscripts will not be returned. 
God provides lessons for us through nature; 
even we compare His children to bison 
All of the excitement of Homecoming Week has left me 
counting bison in my sleep, so, as I sit here staring at my 
typewriter, I'm thinking to myself, "Hmmm .. .it must be 
my destiny to incorporate a bison theme into my editorial 
thoughts for this week." Well, here it comes, ready or not. 
Actually my thoughts for this article were formulated 
last summer when I travelled the Northwest with my fami.:. 
ly. We had the opportunity to explore nature's riches in 
states like Arizona, Idaho, Montana, South Dakota and 
Wyoming, among others. This idea was the result of my 
quest for bison, mighty mammoths of the western fron-
tier. That quest ended in Yellowstone National Park where 
herds upon herds of buffalo roamed within its expansive 
boundaries. I knew then and there that an application ar-
ticle was in order. 
The bison was the symbolic centerpiece of the Old West, 
the largest mammal native to the North American conti-
nent. These shaggy creatures could be seen covering the 
western plains, sometimes as thick as a sore throat. They 
were the key source of sustenance for the American In-
dian and were the prize catch of many a mountain man 
or fur trader. As I watched these massive creatures graze, 
I couldn't help but think of how similar we as Christians 
are to them. I know it sounds silly to compar~ God's 
chosen to a bunch of buffaloes, but bear with me for a 
moment more. 
It is true that the bison was a dirty beast. I can just im-
agine how bad they must have smelled, but that did,Ii't seem 
.to stop hunters from stalking them. Similarly, we as. Chris-
tians are "dirty." We commit sins of filthiness throughout 
our lives, but God considered us valuable enough to send 
His only son to die for us and to "cleanse" us. His grace 
makes us new again when we ask His forgiveness and com-
mit ourselves to follow Him. 
The bison is a strong creature, existing in the wilderness 
of the west through harsh winters and hot summers. One 
can see the bison's might just by looking at its framework. 
Its massive body defines its stature, providing muscular 
mass in its shoulders and hump, and speed and thrust in 
its legs. Christians are strong, too. We find our strength 
in Christ's example and sacrifice. Paul said it best when 
he wrote, "I can do all things through Christ which 
strengtheneth me" (Philippians 4:13). In fact, Jesus himself 
said, "I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth 
in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: 
for without me ye can do nothing" (John 15:5). 
We, like bison, find strength in numbers. They herd 
together, protecting themselves and their young from out-
side dangers. Christians find strength and comfort in the 
common bond of Christ. We find encouragement in the 
words and actions of other Christians and hopefully 
strengthen our beliefs as a result. Paul encouraged the 
Romans, and us, in Romans 15:1-2, "We then that are 
strong ought to bear the infirmities of the weak, and not 
to please ourselves. Let every one of us please his neighbor 
for his good to edification." He went on to say, "Let us 
therefore follow after the things which make for peace, 
and things wherewith one may edify another" (Romans 
14:19). 
As mentioned earlier, the bison was the primary source 
of food and resources for the American Indian. They used 
everything for a purpose, so as not to waste the creature's 
life. For the most part, the white man killed the buffalo 
for its fur, leaving the rest to rot as waste. God uses us 
much like the Indians used the buffalo. He requires us to 
give Him our all, not just a portion. We serve as His 
primary source of representation in this world of sin. 
Christ told us, "Let your light so shine before men, that 
they may see your good works, and glorify your Father 
which is in heaven" (Matthew 5:16). The psalmist adds, 
"Serve the Lord with gladness: come before his presence 
with singing" (Psalm 100:2). 
The bison roamed the West freely, recognizing no boun-
daries. They wre wild and unabated. Christ told us as 
Christians, "Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, bap-
tizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 
- of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things 
whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with 
you alway, even unto the end of the world" (Matthew 
28:19,20). Christians must take the word of God to 
everyone, recognizing no boundaries, whether racial, 
political or any other. We are the mirror of Him and must 
act responsibly in His service. 
Finally, the bison became endangered. There was a time 
when the worldwide bison population dipped into the 
hundreds, causing the U.S. government to place them on 
the endangered species list and set up refuges to allow them 
to exist free from harm. They have now repopulated into 
the thousands. In today's hedonistic society, the Christian 
is an endangered species. We must realize that this is true 
and set about correcting it. We must strive together to 
replenish the world's sinful population with a Christian 
morality. We mustn't allow ourselves to become swamped 
in sin's death grip, but must work collectively to bring 
souls to Christ. 
I look back at that family vacation as one of the last with 
my parents, brother and sisters, but I know I will never 
forget the memories and their accompanying lessons. As 
I grow to appreciate the wonders of God's creation, I 
realize that pantheism is, indeed, real. He provides lessons 
in everything. We just have to find them. 
-KLK 
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Week proved to be positive 
by Ashley Cosby 
Bison staff writer 
I finally did it! I asked out the guy of my dreams, and 
he said, "Yes." When I called home to tell Mother, she 
almost fainted; she couldn't believe I had done such a thing. 
Actually, I couldn't believe I had either. I'd always been 
the lone punch server at the couple parties during high 
school, the ticket taker at the movies, the fading flower 
on the great wall of life. Me, ask a guy out? No way! But 
then came Sadie Hawkins activities during Homecoming 
week. 
On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the Student 
Association planned dating activities that let us girls take 
some action. They organized events to which we could 
ask the guys, for a change. I guess the S.A. had to take 
measures to dispel the popular myth that all Harding guys 
are either taken or hiding in their rooms. 
So, after the announceent in chapel, I decided to call 
up a boy I'd been eyeing all semester in my speech class. 
He's so intelligent! He must be the smartest guy on cam-
pus. How else could he deliver such an interesting speech 
on nuclear sub-particles' impact on kitchen appliances? 
After his emotional presentation, my heart was not my 
own. After that chapel announcement, I knew my 
mission. 
Calling him on the phone wasn't too difficult. But I never 
knew there were so many "John's" in the phone directory. 
And after calling the first hundred, I wondered if I'd ever 
find him. Luckily, he was number 109. He answered the 
phone with an alluring "Hello?" 
I can't exactly recall the rest of our conversation. But 
I do remember asking him to Peak of the Week and dessert 
by candlelight in the Student Center afterwards. And to 
the Thursday's movie, White Fang, shown on the front 
lawn. And to the pep rally that was organized by the foot-
ball players. And to Friday's musical. 
Some of my friends thought I went a little overboard 
that night on the phone. But I don't think so. John and 
I went to all of these activities and had a marvelous time 
at each. On the other hand, my friends sat alone in their 
rooms those nights; they didn't invite anyone to anything. 
In fact, they're sitting in their rooms this very minute, 
waiting for Prince Charming to call. And as for me, well, 
I'm on my way to meet John. He asked me out this time. 
Am I ever grateful to the S.A. for this week's activities. 
And Sadie Hawkins, whoever you are, thanks. 
Elevator Etiquette 
by Will Glade and Lynn Kernodle 
Bison editorialists 
America has declined in morals. To say 
this is no dramatic revelation. The concern 
about morality is shared by many citizens, 
especially here at Harding. There are a 
number of explanations for this moral 
decline which may range from the lack of 
participation by families, lack of guidance 
by our churches and even too much personal 
freedom. 
Suppose a healthy individual lives his life 
fondly with no thought of the future. He 
retires only to find that he forgot to save 
money. If this had happened in the early 
three-fourths of America's history, he would 
have been in big trouble. However, he is not 
worried because now the government has 
saved him from himself at others' expense. 
He and the public have been robbed of the 
importance of being chastised by the con-
sequences of his own actions. He is notal-
lowed to experience his failures. 
dividual who has the mind of a genius but 
blows his high school years off as un-
necessary'? If he knows he will be taken care 
of by the government, why should he exert 
himself to work hard and learn'? 
" 
l. Face torwir<L 
2~ Fold hands itl fro!it. 
While some of these causes may truly be 
to blame, perhaps there is a more fun-
damental reason for the rampant moral 
decay. Perhaps a valid cause of the decline 
of oirr nation's morals rests on the increas-
ing intervention of the government. To 
suspect this is to say that the government 
has the power to encourage or discourage 
morality. When a person is void of accoun-
tability to himself or to his family, it is only 
natural that his own set of morals would 
decline. 
From the worldly view, an ideal moral in-
dividual is the person who has the self-
discipline to account for himself. If he is 
abusive, prone to squander himself or to 
waste his money, he should be allowed to pay 
the piper. However, since the depression, the 
government has taken upon itself the power 
to "protect" man from himself. Why should 
a person develop the self-discipline 
necessary to live a moral life when he 
doesn't have to'? What will happen to an in-
By aiding in this, the government has 
taken away a fundamental right from the in-
dividual. The right is simply to make one's 
own decisions and to learn from them. The 
opportunity to choose one's path and then to 
walk it should be denied to no man. By de-
nying the individual the right to experience 
the consequences of his actions, whether 
good or bad, the government has denied ac-
countability, thus it has discouraged morals. 
The government can help or hurt the 
crusade for an increasing moral standard 
by allowing the individual to enjoy the com-
plete fruits of his labor. If the government 
will allow the individual the opportunity to 
grow from his successes or failures, 
America will increase its moral standard in-
dividually and as a whole. 
3. Do oot"make ey,e contact. 
'4~, Wn!ctl the number'S. 
:S. DoJr( talk. to anXPfle >iou tton'rkoow. 
6. St.QP lalking with :myon~ you do 
know when an yon« you don't 'know 
enters the elevator. 
7" Avoid brushing bodies. 
- Layne Lon~fdlow 
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Belles · and Beaux continue rich tradition 
by Andrea Winget 
Bison staff writer 
Harding University has become well-
known Cor several reasons, one of which is 
its outstanding music deparbnent. One of 
lhe more visible facets of this department 
is the Belles and Beaux. 
The Belles and Beaux were formed 
in 1958 by Dr. Kenneth Davis to serve 
as a touring group for the USO. At (.hat 
time the group toured ex.tellSively and per-
formed for servicemen overseas. The last 
group to travel abro;:td was in 1976, when a 
portion of the Belles and Beaux, under the 
name of The rrl)()(l Company, took a six-week 
tour of Germany. 
In 1974, Dr. Clifton Ganus III began to co-
direct the group with Dr. Davis. Presently, 
Dr. Ganus is the director assisted by Missy 
Green and Darrell Amy. 
The Belles and Beaux perform ~0 to 30 
times each year. They travel to different 
states and all over Arkansas per(onning for 
schools, churches and various other events. 
Members of Belles and Beaux may earn 
acadel;llic credit for participation. Some of 
the members participate for credit, while 
others do not. The group works with the Ad-
missions Office In some extent in recruiting 
students to Harding. 
When asked, Dr. Ganus says, 1'Tbe 
Belles and Beaux work awfully bard. 
They are scheduled to rehearse three hours 
a week, but we wind up doing at least twice 
that. The~ are called upon for a lot of per-
formances and, many time$, they give up a 
weekend at home or some other thlng thal 
they-would like In do. They are a fine bunch 
of kids. They represent the school extreme-
ly well." 
This year, the Belles and Beaux include 
12 members on stage, as well as a 
choreographer and a sound techni-
cian/equipment manager. 
Darrell Amy is a junior from Westmon-
trose; Ontario, Canada. He ls majoring in 
political scfence/marketing and is a 
member of Knights social club. Darrell is 
in his second year as sound techni-
cian/equipment manager. He. is aJso a 
member of the Chorus. 
Kaei Bolls is from Murray1 Ky. She is a 
member of Ko Jo Kai social club and is a 
sophomore music major. ThiS is her first 
year wi.tb Belles and Beaux_ Kaei is the 
sophomore homecoming representa~ive. 
Kevin Curtis \5 a freshman CIS major and 
a member of TNT social club. Kevin is from 
Searcy, Ark., and this is his first year in the 
group. Kevin played drums/percussion in 
lhree Harding homecoming musicals whUe 
a student at Harding Academy. 
K:ris Falweu is a senior _psychology major 
from Camden, Ark. She Is a member of 
Regina social club and is enjoying her se-
cond year in Belles and Beaux. Kris iS the 
rebearsal accompanist for "The Sound of 
Music.'' 
Missy Green is Choreographer for the 
group this year. She spent the last two years 
on the stage singing with the group. Missy is a 
senior nursing major frolil Miami, Fla. She 
is a member of Tri Delta social club. Missy 
has also served a.s Spring Sing 
choreographer. 
Robert Quy is a music major in his senior 
year. lWbert is from Dallas, Tex., and is 
presently in his second year with Belles ana 
Beaux. Robert Is a member of University 
Chorus, the 12th Man Team and Admonition 
Ensemble. 
Sflannan Horner is a sophomore from 
Dexter, MO. Her major is elementary educa-
tion and early childhood development and 
she is a member of Chi Omega Pi social 
club. Shannan is in her second year with the 
group. Shannan iS a member of Concert 
Choir and VISA. Sbe has recently been 
chosen for the leading role in "Christmas 
Wishes" and aJso as 1992 Spring Sing 
hostess. 
Kimberly House is a junior human 
resources major fram Raymore, Mo. 
Kimberly is a member of Regina social club 
and is in her second year with Belles and 
Bea"UX. She is a member of Concert Choir. 
Jema McCardell is a senior music theater 
major fuom Stafford, Kan. Thts is Jema's 
first year in Belles and Beaux. She is also 
a member of the Chorus and the drama club. 
Chris Nutbak is from Duluth, Minn. Re is 
a junior elementary education major in his 
second year with Belles and Beaux. Chris 
is playing Captain Von Trapp in the 
homecoming musical, "The Sound of 
Music." 
Chuck Roe is a senior music educa-
tion/theater major (rom Springtown, Tex. 
He is a member of Delta Chi Pelta social 
club al').d is In his second year with Belles 
and Beaux. Chuck has been in several 
homecoming musicals and is the author of 
"Christmas Wishes.'' 
Kacy Underwood is a sophomore elemen-
tary education major from Beebe, Ark. She 
is a member of Chi Omega Pi social club. 
Kacy is in her second year with Belles and 
Beaux. 
Jobnathan Ves~ is a music education ma-
jor from Nashville, Thnn. He is a sophomore 
and a member of Delta Chi social club. 
Johnathan is a member of Concert Choir. 
David White is a senior music major from 
Searcy, Ark. He is a member of TNT and is 
in his third year with Belles and Beaux. 
David is a member o[ Ja~ Band and Con· 
cert Choir. 
When asked how it fell lo be chosen to be 
in Belles and .Beaux, tbe responseswen:i all 
varied but positive. 
David White said, "It's a cool dealt I have 
been able to enjoy the friendship of different 
people on a mote intimate Jevel. These are 
friends that l know 1 will have forever." 
Kimberly House said, "It is a special 
honor to be a parl of Belles and Beaux. I 
wanted to be a part of this group long before 
I came to Harding." 
According to Dr. Ganus, the Belles and 
Beaux are scheduled to perform at 11:30 
a.m. tomorrow as part of Homecoming 
weekend. 
Welcome Back, Alumni! 
~ 
2707 E. Race, Searcy 
268-4937 
SING IT, GIRL. Belles and Beaux members rehearse one of their songs in the Recording 
Studio. The Belles and Beaux were begun in 1958 by Dr. Kenneth Davis and are now directed 
by Dr. Clifton Ganus III. 
•· 
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SA committees help to organize, 
direct,_ activate campus activities 
by Tim Wells 
Bison staff writer 
What is the Student Association? The S.A. 
is a system of committees that are organized 
and directed by the student body. These 
committees are designed to organize and 
convey student opinions and suggestions and 
direct them in the proper channels. 
The S.A. committees cover topics from 
academic affairs to Spring Break Cam-
paigns; each committee is organized around 
a specific topic. 
Many committees have already begun do-
ing behind-the-scenes work for many of this 
year's campus activities. 
Spring Break Campaigns will again coor-
dinate one week campaigns over Spring 
Break. These campaigns will be offered to 
various locations. 
S.A. President Steve Martin said, "The 
Student Association's key goal for the 1991-92 
school year is making memories." 
"When people leave Harding, they will not 
remember the long hours of studying or the 
cafeteria food. What they (we) will all 
remember is the friends we've made and the 
good times we've had together." 
The Election Committee, with the aid and 
supervision of Dr. Jerome Barnes, was 
responsible for organizing elections for class 
officers and representatives. They helped 
enforce campaigning rules and after ballots 
were cast, tallied and posted the election 
results for the following day. 
1991-92 Committee Leaders 
Academic Affairs- Mark Pruit 
Lisa Gootee 
MEMORIES. The Administration building with its three pillars remains the symbol of 
Harding 's history. The inside is now being renavated. 
The Homecoming Committee is current-
ly planning several fun and exciting ac-
tivities for Homecoming Week, under the 
supervision of committee head Rachelle 
Pratt. 
Advertising- Brent Vaughan 
Dian Roofe Weekend to showcase changes 
The Spiritual Life Committee is responsi-
ble for organizing devotionals at the lily pool, 
as well as helping to direct chapel devo-
tionals. The Spiritual Life Committee's big-
gest challenge is organizing the student lec-
tureship, according to committee head Wade 
Osburn. 
Academic affairs is a committee designed 
to suggest academic improvements. 
Physical Plant and Food Services are 
similar in purpose, only they are geared 
towards other needs. 
Christmas- Tibor Siklosi 
Dorm and Campus- Tracy Brown 
Life Bob Cox 
Elections-
Food Services-
Homecoming-
Physical Plallt-
Special Projects-
Spiritual Life-
Spring Break-
Campaigil.S 
Scott Genry 
Jim Reagor 
Rachelle Pratt 
Fred Young 
Steven Yates 
Wade Osburn 
Pamela Martindale 
Trent Arnold 
by Melanie Johnson 
Bison staff wri ter 
Some things never change, or so the say-
ing goes. People might argue with that old 
adage - especially Harding alumni who will 
be arriving this weekend for Harding's 1991 
Homecoming celebration. 
Guests have a busy schedule of events 
planned from breakfast to dinner. All alumni 
and friends are invited to attend the Black 
and Gold banquet tonight where the 
Distinguished Alumnus award will be 
presented, as well as the presentation of an 
outstanding achievement award, from each 
school in the university. Besides banquets, 
the play and the football game, the weekend 
Harding Gold Program 
Automatic Credit Approval 
for purchases up to $200°0 with a Harding Student I.D. 
Price Reduction Incentives 
That save students 20% on each purchase or $200°0 per $100000 saved. 
Diamond Quality Certificates 
Given with each purchase guarantees our diamond grading is accurate and not based 
on guesses, approximate comparisons or pure exaggeration. 
Searcy's only Harding University alumni jewelers -gemologist 
Price incentives apply only 
to bridal sets and may not 
apply to special sales. 
Downtown Searcy 
~a'SG>id·~ 
Fine Jewelry • Gemologists 106 N. Spring 
Private Showings 
by appointment 
268-4684 
will also offer the opportunity for visitors to 
take tours of the campus and Searcy. 
Much has changed at Harding over the 
years besides its name. "The majority of the 
alumni are enthralled with the physical 
changes to the campus," stated Doris 
Coward, assistant director of alumni 
relations. 
Buildings have come and gone - as have 
some of the rules. Members of the class of 
'52 can remember along with Coward, be-
ing the first class to graduate in the Ad-
ministration building - though they may 
have a little trouble recognizing it after the 
reconstruction that has taken place inside. 
In fact, the only two original buildings that 
still remain are the Olen Hendrix building 
and Pattie Cobb, which was listed this year 
in the National Register of Historic Places. 
Each year the 25th- and 50th-year· classes 
are honored, and this year the honored 
classes will be held for the alumni in the 
Heritage Auditorium at 9:30 after the run-
ning of the Bison Stampede. Performances 
by the Pied Pipers and Belles and Beaux can 
be enjoyed during the afternoon, as well as 
the football game at 2: 00 and The Sound of 
Music at 7:30. 
One thing that hasn't changed over the 
years is the fw1 to be had by one and all dur-
ing Homecoming. The Alumni Relations Of-
fice, which is in charge of the weekend, 
works hard to make this a time worth com-
ing home for by serving the alumni when 
they return. Coward, who is in charge of 
organizing Homecoming, said, "We plan 
more than they can possibly attend ... in-
cluding class and club reunions as well as 
other special group reunions such as those 
for HUFers and track and field members.'' 
Whether students have been away for 
many years or just a few, this weekend is 
organized to allow them to visit the campus 
and old friends - a chance to remember 
Harding as it.. was and to see it as it is now. 
UISI $500 ••• $1000 ... $1500 
FOOLPROOF 
FUNDRAISING 
For your fraternity, sorority, team or 
other campus organization. 
Absolutely no investment required! 
ACJ lOW POl '1111 CIWICI TO WIN A 
CAIIDIAN CIUIA AND FUULOUS PIIDSI 
CALL 1-800·950-8472, ext. 50 
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ME COMING 
UNIVERSITY 
Friday, October 18 
10:00 a.m. - Golden Circle Coffee Break - Heritage 
Center Banquet Room C 
2:00-4:00 p.m. - City and Campus Tours - Sign up at 
registration desk 
6:00-7:45 p.m. - Black and Gold Banquet, Presentation of 
the Distinguished Alumnus Award -
Heritage Center Banquet Hall 
8:15p.m. - Homecoming musical, "The Sound of 
Music" - Benson Auditorium 
Saturday, October 19 
8:00-9:30 a.m. - Complimentary Continental Alumni 
Breakfast - Hammon Student Center 
8:00 a.m. - Bison Stampede - Front of American 
Heritage Center 
9:30-10:15 a.m. - Alumni Chapel (Class of '66 in charge) -
Heritage Auditorium 
10:15-11:30 a.m. - Social Club Reunions 
11:00 -12:00 a.m.- Pied Pipers (Children's Theatre Troupe) -
Adrninistratjon Bl_qg; Auditorium (for 
children of all ages) 
11:30 a.rn.-12:15 p.m. - Belles & Beaux- Benson Auditorium 
12:30 p.m. - 25th Anniversary Class luncheon -
Heritage Banquet Room C 
12:30 p.m. - 50th Anniversary Class luncheon -
Heritage Banquet Room B 
2:00 p.m. - Football Game- Alumni Field- Harding vs. 
Ouachita Baptist University 
7:30 p.m. - Homecoming musical, "The Sound of 
Music" - Benson Auditorium 
Special Events 
Saturday, October 19 
Art Department Open House - Art Gallery, 9:00-2:00 
Class Associates - Corne & Go Reception, Liberty Room, American 
Heritage Center, 12:00-1:30 
Former members of all Harding Choruses - Reunion following the 
football game with light refreshments, Music Bldg., Record-
ing Studio 
Football and Cheerleaders Open House - Prock horne, 27 Harding 
Drive, pre-and post-game drop-ins beginning 10:30 a.m. 
Horne Economics Alumni- Reception, Olen Hendrix Bldg., second 
floor lobby, 9:00-11:00 
HUF Reunion - All former HUFers and faculty, Olen Hendrix 
Reception Room, 12:15-1:30 
School of Nursing Dedication- Third Floor, Olen Hendrix Bldg., 
10:00-12:00 
All Swi111 Teams Reunion- Dinner, American Heritage Center, 
Heritage Room, 5:00-7:00 
Track and Field Re.union - Following the foqtb~ll gaJile, Hqme of . 
Ted Lloyd, 43 Harding Drive 
Weekend to featltre.p 
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lre·.play, football, reunions 
by Jan Bonds 
Bison staff writer 
~- "The hills are alive . .. with the sound of 
milsic." One of the longest running musicals 
in history, "The Sound of Music," will be ~r­
formed tonight at 8:15 and tomorrow mght 
at 7:30. ~ 
Set in the mountains of Austria in the 
1930's, and prior to the Nazi occupation, this 
year's homecoming musical portrays the ex-
ploits of the Trapp family. 
Some of the students involved in the 
musical were asked about their experiences 
thus far. 
Anna Conley, a senior accounting major 
from Searcy, plays the role of "Maria," who 
is sent to the von Trapp family to be the 
governess of seven children. 
In describing her character, Conley said, 
"Maria tries to figure out what she wants 
in life. She thinks she wants to be a nun, but 
she's sent to the von Trapp family to help 
make a decision about her life. In the mean-
time, she teaches the children to sing and 
falls in love with the Captain.'' 
Conley said, "it was a role I'd wanted to 
play since I was a little kid." 
Asked about how it's been to work on the 
musical over such a short period .of time, 
Conley said, "It's been very stressful. We've 
had to work through Pledge Week and lec-
tureship Week, plus we've had two weeks 
less to practice than we normally have." 
In 1989 Conley bad a l~ading _rple in 
"Bdgadoon" and was one of last year's 
Spring Sing hostesses. 
Playing the role of the Captain is Chris 
Nuthak; a junior elementary education ma-
jor from Duluth, Minn. Chris is married to 
Beth Anne Nuthak, and had a role in last 
year's musical, "My Fair Lady." 
In describing his character, Nuthak said, 
"The Captain is a former Navy commander 
and is very strict. He doesn't know how to 
run a household. The governess, with her 
singing and music, softens him up a bit and 
allows him to see a side of the children he's 
never seen. He evolves into a more bendable, 
sentimental father." 
Nuthak said the best thing about the 
musical is the songs; they are more realistic 
and make sense. "I love the music as far as 
musicals go." Nuthak also said he especial-
ly enjoys getting to sing "Edelweiss." 
Asked about the worst part about the 
musical, Nuthak simply said, "It's been 
very time-consuming. It's taken a lot of 
energy and has not exactly been the best 
way to start off the semester." 
As far as future plans are concerned, 
Nuthak said, "The life of an actor isn't for 
me, but later in life I'd like to try directing 
a play.'' 
Christine Creasy, a sophomore art educa-
tion major from Jackson, Tenn., plays the 
role of "Elsa." 
Creasy said of her character, "Elsa is not 
like the character in the movie. She's not 
mean like the movie shows her to be. In the 
movie, the Captain has to choose between a 
'witch' and a 'nice person,' and in the play, 
it's not like that." 
Creasy said, "Working on the musical 
over such a short amount of time has made 
it harder for me to develop my character, but 
1t's easier to remember and to stay focused.'' 
Creasy, who also has a part in the upcom-
ing student-produced ' 'Christmas Wishes,'' 
hopes to get involved in community theater 
someday. 
The role of Max is being played by David 
Rubio, a sophomore mass communica-
tions/radi,ot~levision major from Memphis, 
Tenn. 
Rubio described his character, Max, as 
"someone who likes money too much. He 
seems to live off ot other peopJe. The best 
thiiJg about the musical has been my rela-
tionships with the other actors.'' 
Rubio also performed in "My Fair Lady" 
and has a .role in "Christmas Wishes." 
Playing an important part in this year's 
musical are several "non-college" students. 
One of them is Cortney Fisher, a nine-year-
old fourth grader from West Side 
Elementary. 
Fisher plays the role of Marta, one of the 
seven children involved in the musical. 
Fisher, in describing her character said, 
"She's quiet, very understanding and very 
fun." 
Fisher said the best thing about being in 
the musical was, "I get to be with lots of 
friends. We also get to play in the 
background." 
Justin Lawson, a ninth-grader from 
Searcy Junior High, plays the role of 
Friedrich. Lawson said, "It was a spur-of-
the-moment decision for me to try out. I was 
really shocked when I got the part.' · 
Lawson was also in Harding's per-
formance of "The King and I" when he was 
in the fifth grade. When asked what it was 
like to perform on a university level, Lawson 
said, "Everything is more detailed. It has 
to be perfect with no flaws.'' 
Playing the role of Brigitta is Leigh 
.~r~&.ey, a 12-year-old seventh grader from 
Southwest Middle School. 
When asked about the tryouts for the 
musical, Bradley said, "I le;1rned about 
tryouts on the last day. My eousin gave me 
the music and that night I learned it and 
tried out." 
Bradley also commented about being in 
a college production. ''Everything has to be 
just right, not just partly right. It's been 
very time-consuming.'' 
One of the directors for the musical, Robin 
Miller was concerned about the short 
amount of time allotted to work on this 
year's musical. "We've had to try to become 
very task-oriented. It's been quick working 
on the show, and it's especially been hard 
trying to work around campus activities.'' 
Miller also said, "One of ·the best things 
about doing a musical is we've been able to 
coordinate the music and theater depart-
mentS. We've been able to work together in 
both departments. We have got so many 
talented people at Harding that singing was 
not the issue; rather, choosing the 
characters was the hardest task." 
Also directing is Dr. Morris Ellis. Asked 
why "The Sound of Music" was chosen for 
this year's musical, Ellis said, "We hadn't 
done the musical in a long time, not since 
1979. It seemed to fit the people we had 
available." 
The musical director for "The Sound of 
Music" is Dr. Arthur Shearin. Shearin has 
been in charge of auditions, selecting the 
cast, orchestra performances, teaching the 
music and vocal coaching. 
Asked about the difficulty of the music as 
compared to other musicals, Shearin said, 
"This musical has been the easiest, as far 
as music is concerned, for three reasons. 
First of all, everyone is familiar with the 
tunes. Secondly, the notes are easier and 
simple; and thirdly, we've had better per-
formers this year." 
Shearin concluded by saying, "It's been 
, . a- luxury. -haviRg so. many people and so... -
much talent too ~oose from." 
Club Reunions 
. Saturday, October 19 
Alpha Tau - Reception, American Studies Bldg., Room 203, 
9:00-12:00 
AGO - Reception, American Studies Bldg., Room 212, 12:00-2:00 
(finger foods) 
Alpha Omega and Delta Chi Omega- Reception following the foot-
ball game at the home of Charles and Liz Howell, 171 W. 
Eden Park (279-2091) 
Chi Alpha Rho- Reception, American Studies Bldg., Room 212 
Chi Sigma Alpha- Breakfast, Science Bldg., Room 101, 10:00-12:00 
Delta Chi Omega and Alpha Omega - Reception following the foot-
ball game at the home of Charles and Liz Howell, 171 W. 
Eden Park (279-2091) 
Gata- BreaJ<fast, Fellowship Hall, College Church Bldg., 712 E. Race 
Ju Go Ju- Tea, Science Bldg., Room 90 
Kappa Sigs and Tri Kappa- Mabee Business Bldg., Room 122, 
10:30-12:00 
Ka Re Ta -Reception, American Studies Bldg., Room 104 
Ko Jo Kai - Reception, College church annex, N. Turner St ., 
9:30-11:00 
Lambda Sigma - Brunch, American Studies Bldg., Room 211, 
9:00-12:00 
Oege- Reception, American Studies Bldg., Room 114 
Phi Delta- Tea, Pattie Cobb Conference Room 
Regina- Brunch, Science Bldg., Room 152, 10:00-12:00 
Shantih- Tea, Ganus Bldg., Room 112 
Sigma Phi Mu- Tea, American Studies Bldg., Room 202 
Sub-T-16- Breakfast, J. B.'s Southern Cooking, 3005 Hawkins Dr. 
(across from King's Inn on Race St.), 9:00-10:30 
Titans- Reception, Ganus Athletic Center, Room 106, 10:00 a.m. 
TNT- Luncheon, J. B.'s Southern Cooking, 3005 Hawkins Dr. 
(across from King'~ Inn on Race St.), 11:00-12:30 
Tri Kappa and Kappa Sigs -Mabee Business Bldg., Room 122, 
- -..... .:=10:30-12:00 ·- - - - ~ . 
Zeta Rho - Tea, Home of Leah Burks, 100 S. Cross 
Reunions at 10:00-11:30 a.m. unless otherwise specified. 
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VISA members help HU recruit Happenings 
~ 
by Sherry R. Bryant 
Bison staff writer 
Imagine being a high school senior again 
and having to decide which college, out of 
thousands, to attend. Then, the phone rings 
and it is a Harding student ready to answer 
all those perplexing questions. 
Volunteers In Support of Admissions is a 
group of almost 50 Harding students who, 
through letters, phone calls and visits, en-
courage prospective high school seniors to 
consider Harding University as a college 
choice. Mark Moore, sponsor of V.I.S.A., 
believes the organization forms a rapport 
with hopeful students that recruiters can't. 
"V.I.S.A. members aren't paid to write let-
ters or make phone calls. They do it because 
Lhey wanl to.'' 
Through " lettermania" and monthly 
pbone-a-thons, V.I.S.A. plans to reach 
student:> nationwide. Ben Wiles, freshman 
V.I.S.A. member from Fallbrook Calif., felt 
V.I.S.A. had a great impact on his decision 
to come to Harding. "My decision to come 
here was on my own, but my confidence in 
that decision was reinforced by the love and 
concern of the V.I.S.A. staff." 
HOMECOMING: This week-
end is homecoming. The 
homecoming musical is The Sound of 
Music and will be performed tonight at 
8:15 and tomorrow night at 7:30 in the 
Benson. The homecoming football 
game will begin at 2 with the Bisons 
hosting Ouachita Baptist. GO BISONS! 
~ V-BALL: The volleyball team \I!I!SJl is playing University of 
Central Arkansas Monday, Oct. 21, in 
Conway and will play Ouachita Baptist 
in the Ganus Athletic Center Thursday, 
Oct. 24. 
~ 
AMERICAN STUDIES: 
Alexander Akhtyrsky, Rus-
sian Ambassador Head of All 
Union National Radio, will speak at 7:30 
in the Benson, Oct. 24. 
Another freshman member, Vena Rushing 
of Burnsville, Miss., agreed with Wiles when 
she said, "It meant a lot to me when I got 
phone calls. I felt as if God was telling me 
through those calls that everything would 
work out and that Harding is where I need-
ed to be." 
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS. The Harding VISA team poses for their first publicity photo. 
These members volunteer their time and effort to assist in recruiting students. 
~ PRINCE OF THIEVES: l!.!liJI "Robin Hood," starring 
Kevin Costner, will be shown in the Ben-
son Friday, Oct. 25 at 6:45 and 9:30. 
MAGIC AND ILLUSION: 
Center offers free services The Student Activities As-sociation presents "The Spencers 
Magic and Illusion'' in the Benson 
Saturday, Oct. 26. Each member has his own excitement for 
the program and Scott Baine, freshman 
from West Memphis, Ark., expressed his 
when he said, "Harding is a very special 
place for me and I don't want to keep it a 
secret. The main reason why I'm here is 
because someone took an interest in me.'' 
Senior Cara Orr from Bentonville, Ark., 
said, "I think we have a wonderful school 
and being a part of V.I.S.A. lets me have a 
direct personal effect on the experience of 
our guests." 
The "personal touch" for prospective 
students seems to be the main goal of the 
V.I.S.A. team. "It is such a great joy to know 
you've had an impact on someone's life, 
especially if it might help them get to 
heaven.'' said sophomore Farah Mackey of 
Searcy. 
Beth Martin, senior from Saline, Mich., 
said, "I think what really attracts prospec-
tive students to a university are the people 
and being accepted by those people." 
"Lettermania" and phone-a-thons are just 
two of the many ways V.I.S.A. hopes to show 
this acceptance of aspiring Harding 
students. Housing and tours for High School 
Days, High School Bowl, Bible Bowl and 
Youth Forum/Spring Sing weekend are 
some of the plans on the agenda. 
As was said at the Sept. 19 meeting 
"Harding is not made up of buildings and 
programs; it is made up of people." So, 
V.I.S.A. goes about to prove to high school 
seniors everywhere that Harding Universi-
ty students are the most important people 
on campus. 
by Sherry R. Bryant 
Bison staff writer 
The big rock building across the street 
from the cafeteria is a sign of comfort to 
many people on campus, including faculty 
and students alike. This building houses the 
Counseling Center. 
Five members make up the center's staff, 
directed by Dr. Lew Moore. "We provide a 
broad base of services," said Dr. Moore. 
Those services include individual counsel-
ing, as well as marital and pre-marital 
counseling. Individually, the counselors deal 
with wide range of problems -from adjust-
ment difficulties to emotional disturbances 
and even eating disorders. If there are 
problems within the family, Dr. Moore feels 
the center can help with those as well. 
For those having a hard time deciding 
what to do with their lives, vocational and 
pre-marital testing and evaluation are 
available through the center. The counselors 
are on staff to provide "anything the 
students need," according to Dr. Moore. 
The office hours of the center are from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Dr. Moore stated that 
counselors are available 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, if needed. 
Along with counseling and evaluations, the 
center conducts several special-need type 
groups on campus. Also, they provide 
dormitory programs in enrichment and 
prevention of drug and alcohol abuse. Pam-
phlets on these and other subjects can be 
found inside each dormitory. 
Supporting the campus wellness program 
is another way the center helps Harding 
students. Dr. Moore mentioned Oct. 29 and 
30, when the counseling center helps to spon-
Happy 21st Birthday, 
Stephanie Stovall! 
October 19, 1991 
sor Wellness Week. A booth will be set up in 
the student center during this time and pro-
grams on drug and alcohol prevention will 
be offered. 
Counseling staff members are required to 
have a minimum of a master's degree in 
counseling. The center's services are pro-
vided to students without charge. 
~ HAYRIDES: Social club l!lliJI hayrides are coming up. 
So grab your flannel shirts and ropers. 
(Of course don't forget your date!) 
Harding University 
Homecoming Sale 
Also, come by to see our selection of 
Tommy Hilfiger, Nautica: Guess, 
and now featuring Cole Haan shoes. 
Cothern's Men's Store 
Town & _Country Plaza 268-2858 
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Group spreads the mes.sage through skits Vocational ministry offered as second academic major 
by Malinda Moses 
HELLO ... DO YOU SEE ME? Amber Brown, a senior from Lenexa, Kan., Mark Mer-
chant, a senior from Fryeburg, Maine, and Josh Cooper, a sophomore from Lascassas, Tenn., 
perform a skit entitled "Invisible." The three are members of Conquerors. 
Attention 
Harding Students, Alumni, Faculty 
Introducing 
"University" Rings & Pendants 
Designed and manufactured 
in Searcy 
by John Parrish for Harding University 
Over 200 styles 
Some available 
with diamonds 
See Anna Conley, Carmen Gentry or Barbara Cooper on campus 
_9~~ 
(GEM GALLERY) 
AND JEWElRY DESKll"t CEI't11::R 
Town & Country Plaza Searcy 268-7474 
Parrish Jewe[ers 
112 N. Spring St. Searcy 268-2419 
Ask about our 10.8°/o A.P.R. financing 
Oilil 
]~l 
@~· 
by Malinda Moses 
Bison staff writer 
Skaggs Alpha Beta was introduced as a 
club to Harding students in chapel this week. 
The members of Skaggs are also known as 
Conquerorn. 
Conquerors is a group of Harding students 
who travel around the country spreading 
God's word through their skits. Their main 
focus is on junior high and high school 
students. 
There are 11 members in the group this 
year, and Chris Gonzalez is the organizer. 
Tibor Siklosi, Mark Merchant, Darren 
Bonham and Steve Valentine are the other 
male members. The female Conquerors are 
Amber Brown, Jessica Nelson, Shelley 
Brazell, Robin Rose and Christa Moss. 
The Conquerors know more than 50 skits 
which they perform in various places. They 
can be found performing for youth groups, 
youth rallies, teen nights, retreats and 
anywhere they are wanted. 
Chapel is the place Harding students see 
the Conquerors. They did skits Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday during 
Friendship/Pledge Week. They used Skaggs 
as a generic club to teach their lessons to 
college students. 
Their lessons for junior high and high 
school students are put on a level they can 
undrstand and enjoy. Rose said the skits "hit 
them in the heart with Jesus in a different 
way." She feels teens are preached to so 
many times but the skits help them relate 
to Jesus in a different way. It also helps the 
teens when they see college students living 
their lives for Jesus. 
Gonzalez said the Conquerors have two 
trips scheduled in Thxas and one in Florida, 
so far. Moss said her favorite part of being 
a Conqueror is the weekend trips, "because 
we get to know each other better and have 
more contact with teens. I think our skits 
reach people and dpen doors into their lives.'' 
Students wanting to be a part of the group 
don't have to audition. They just have to 
make a request to be a member. Siklosi said 
they aren't really looking for actors, but they 
are looking for people who will be dedicated 
to the group. Brown, a member for three 
years, said, "It has been one of the best ex-
periences of my life.'' 
Harding students can expect to see the 
Conquerors/Skaggs in chapel again before 
the end of the semester. 
[!ocwQ CQubg 
SEE US FOR ALL 
YOUR PRINTING NEEDS 
• Bids 
• Invitations 
• Ribbons 
• Cards 
• Programs 
CBilideg t:To CBe 
SEE US FOR YOUR 
• Invitations 
• Announcements 
• Napkins 
• Bridal Books 
• Accessories 
10% Discount on Wedding Orders 
with Harding I.D. 
HARDING PRESS 
300 S. Remington, Searcy, AR 72143 
Phone 279-4341 
Bison staff writer 
The phrase "second major" strikes fear 
in the hearts of many students. They think 
about the extra money and hours it will take 
to graduate, and soon all thoughts of a 
second major are forgotten. Vocational 
ministry is a second major which is readily 
available without excessive time and 
expense. 
Vocational ministry can only be taken as 
a second major, and 33 hours of Bible are re-
quired to earn this major. Dr. Carl Mitchell, 
Dean of the College of Bible and Religion, 
said that 80 to 85 percent of the students with 
this major graduate on time. Harding 
students are required to take 16 hours of Bi-
ble, and junior-and senior-level classes can 
be taken for three hours of credit. If the stu-
dent takes the classes as three hour classes, 
he/she will have 20 of the 33 hours com-
pleted. Dr. Mitchell also pointed out that 
some students obtain this major with one 
hour less than it takes to earn a minor. 
In support of vocational ministry majors, 
there is a club being organized on campus 
called the "Thntmakers:' This new organiza-
tion is sponsored by Dr. Mitchell and four 
other men. Dr. Flavil Yeakley, one of the 
sponsors, shared his enthusiasm with 
the vocational ministry majors in his 
memorandum to them last week. Dr. 
Yeakley said, "I really am excited about the 
'Thntmakers. I believe this is an idea whose 
time has come. This kind of commitment to 
self-supported ministry can spread 
throughout the Harding campus, on to other 
church-related schools, throughout the 
church and throughout the world. Please beg 
the Lord of the Harvest to compel workers 
to enter the harvest field!" 
Anyone interested in a vocatlooa.l ministry 
major can go to the registrar's office and tell 
them they would like to add the major. It 
doesn't cost anything to have this added or 
dropped if you are not able to complete all 
the work. Approximately 50 students have 
signed up for the major, but the goal is to 
have 300 enrolled in the program. 
Debate team finishes fifth, 
prepares for other tourneys 
Harding University's debate team placed 
fifth at a competition in Birmingham, Ala ., 
last weekend. The tournament drew the top 
schools from the southeast together at the 
University of Alabama in Birmingham. 
In preliminary action, Harding's top var-
sity team of Bryon Barnhill and Craig Lair 
went 5-l. They defeated Florida's C team, 
Florida's A team, Florida State, Southeast 
Missouri and Southern Illinois University. 
Southern Illinois traditionally has one of the 
top five debate programs in the country. 
Harding's only preliminary defeat was to 
another team from Southern Illinois. Of the 
30 competing schools, Harding was seeded 
third after preliminary rounds. 
In the octofmal round, Harding was paired 
against the Utfiversity of Alabama. In a split 
decision, Harding prevailed with two of the 
three judges voting for Harding. The 
quarterfinals were a rematch against 
Florida's A team. Despite having beaten 
them already, Harding dropped on a split 
decision. 
Harding also competed in the novice divi-
sion with Tammy Billings and Julie Ander-
son. Matt Shirel and Kenny Lyons competed 
in their first collegiate tournament on the 
varsity level. 
Harding will try to keep the winning ways 
alive as they travel to tournaments in 
Oklahoma City and Shreveport later this 
semester. 
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Sports Climactic finish leaves Bisons tied 
Ko Jo Kai takes 'Olympic' gold; 
Ju Go Ju, Tri Kappa share silver 
by Craig Hanson 
Bison sports writer 
Amid hundreds of cheering voices, the 
l)ledges of Zeta RhO; Ju Go Ju, Ko Jb Kai and 
"Kappa Kappa Kappa competed - or at least 
played along - in t~e Silly Olympics on 
Thursday, Oct. 10. To cap off the day of 
ridiculous outfits, chants, songs and general 
acts of humiliation, the pledges faced off in 
the Harding Academy gym. 
With men's clubs Galaxy, Kappa Sigs and 
TNT urging on their sister clubs with cheers 
and poster board signs, the women raced in 
several different types of relays. In one 
event, a11 object was identified such as a 
shoe or a brand of shorts; the first individual 
to appear with the designated article was 
the winner. 
ln another competition, the pledges raced 
to the opposite end of the gym, turned 
around wi th tbeir beads on bats to the 
ground ten times, then raced back to the star-
ting line. "Watching the girls run back when 
they were dizzy was one of the best parts of 
the night; everybody kept falling down 
everywhere.' ' said TNT pledge Kelly Mon-
tgomej:y. Other raceS,, including a three-
legged race and blowing up and popping 
balloons, also proved entertaining. 
In addition, each club raced to "mum-
mify" one of their beaus with rolls of toilet 
paper. 
The final scheduled event, the tug-of~war, 
was canceled. when the rope snapped dur-
ing the Kojies-Zeta Rho match-up. "The 
night was one o( the be~ things about 
pledge week - even withouf the tug-of-wa:r;" 
said Kojie pledge Jennifer Kramer. 
Even if few people cared at the end of the 
night about who won, the rankings were 
clear. Thking first place, the Kojies went 
away with the gold. Ju Go Ju and Tri Kappa 
tied for second while Zeta Rho brought up 
the rear in third place. 
SATURDAY 
~.F.....U ·llt8.1Jl. <KATV·7'f 
Tennesa. (4-1..0) at Alabama (5-1~) 
College FOIOall : UJiooA cKLRTr16) 
Texas <•2-tl"at Arbnaas <4-Ul · 
PI'O Volleyhll - 't:38 p.m. (KAJU(-'4) 
Kibl or the Beadllavitatiooal 
SUNDAY 
N~L Foo«,ball ,-;,.3 p..m •. ,{KAJU(~} 
Chifds (5-2-o) at Broncos (·4~2-t)) 
by Sarah Wilson 
Bison sports writer 
Following four quarters of defensive pro-
wess, Harding's offense came out of the 
woodwork to capture a 6-6 tie versus Univer-
sity of Central Arkansas in Conway last 
Saturday. 
With no time left on the clock, Thd Niblett, 
of Harpersville, Ala., passed from 25 yards 
out to Darrell Biggers in the end zone, who 
dove to make the fingertip catch while be-
ing covered tightly by UCA cornerback 
DavidHealea. Biggers said, "I had my eye 
on it the wbole time and I just adjusted to 
. the throw. The cornerback was in my vision 
but I just blocked him out. And Thd threw 
a great pass." 
Brent Goodwin's PAT try hooked left after 
a bobbled snap and was no good. The TD 
was set by an eight-play 88-yard series led 
by Niblett. 
For the final plays of the game, Coach 
Larry Richmond said he let Niblett call it. 
The senior came·through for the Bisons with 
fi'le completed passes. Sophomore Ron 
Sparkman from Antioch, Thnn., gajned 40 
yards on ,two diving catches. Niblett also 
found senior Jimmy Sloan of West Memphis, 
Ark., twice during the final1:09 of play. 
UCA's only poJnts came with two Doug 
Strange field goals in the second and fourth 
quarters. The kicks came from 24 and 28 
yards respectively. 
The second conference match-up for both 
teams, the game was Harding's first tie of 
the season. The Bisons' record now stands 
at 0-1-1 in the conference and 3-3-1 overall. 
The Tigers of . Ouachita Baptist in 
Arkadelphia, Ark., will be here tomorrow for 
the 2 p.m. homecoming game. 
Other AICgam,es lasl Saturday proved to 
be- big in .the scoring department. Hender-
son State stomped Southern Arkansas 34-13 
in Magnolia. The University of Arkansas at 
Monticello overcame Arkansas Tech by a 
touchdown to win 47-40- in Russellville. 
Ouachita Baptist crushed EC Oklahoma 
42-21 in the only non-conference game for an 
AIC team last week. 
Conference standings 
1. Henderson State (1-0) 
2. University of Central Arkansas (1-0-1) 
3. Arkansas Tech (1-1) 
Southern Arkansas (1-1) 
University of Arkansas at Monticello (1-1) 
4. Harding (0-1-1) 
5. Ouachita Baptist (0-1) 
Back the Bisons 
The Bookmark 
A NEW GENERAL BOOK STORE 
Children's books, comics, magazines, 
sports collectables, etc. 
Personal attention paid to special orders. 
603 Marion Street, Peppertree Plaza 
(across from Searcy Medical Center) 
279-9090 
BUST A MOVE. 'Illilback Darrell Biggers breaks into UCA Bear country. Biggers later caught 
a 25-yard touchdown pass with time running out to tie the Bears 6-6. The Bisons are now 
0-1-1 in A.!. C. play and 3-3-1 overall. 
Happy Homecoming 
to the Class of '66! 
M ® cdJ ~ ((;<at ~ C ®Jii1 ~ ® [J 
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"The Students' Pharmacy" 
Boyce ArneH, PD Class of '66 268-2858 
Lady Bisons trample Henderson State 
by Laurence Kaasa 
Bison sports writer 
Shootouts are exciting. The Lady Bisons 
thrilled audiences with their expertise in 
"head to head" play three more days last 
week. 
On Tuesday, Oct. 8, the Lady Bisons were 
hosted by Henderson State University in 
Arkadelphia, Ark. Due to a lack of time for 
. "warming up" properly before competition 
began, the Lady Bisons fell short of victory 
in the first game, with a score of 15-6. After 
feeling "sluggish" in the first game, the 
Lady ,Bisons gained control in the next three 
games, with scores of 15-8, 15-6 and 15-1. 
Friday, Oct. 11, "opened the door" to yet 
another incredible tournament. This was the 
Henderson State and Ouachita Baptist In-
vitational. also held in Arkadelphia. 
Although neither Henderson nor Ouachita 
played in this tournament, they hosted nine 
teams, each playing six games. 
The opening game left a "bad taste" in the 
Lady Bisons' mouths. This game was 
against a newcomer to the "shooting 
match," the University of Montevallo from 
Alabama. Ample time to "clear the 
cobwebs" and warm up was again refused 
the Lady Bisons and they suffered 9-15. The 
next set proved even more fruitless, with a 
horrid 1-15 loss, the worst this season. 
Against Centenary College, their final 
adversary for Friday evening, the Lady 
Bisons "pulled out the stops" and achieved 
that much-needed confidence-boosting win. 
The Bisons routed Centenary College in two 
matching sets of 15-11 before Saturday's 
competition. 
Saturday morning offered more oppor-
tunities to succeed. Texas College was the 
first team to be "trampled" by the Bisons 
in two games with scores 15-7 and 15-8. Two 
matches with Huntington College ended on 
similar terms with scores of 15-8 and 15-6. 
In the semi-finals, the dreaded Universi-
ty of Monticello entered the pictured once 
more. The Lady Bisons were unsuccessful 
in two games of 6-15 and 11-15. 
Finally, as a consolation game, the Lady 
Bisons played archrival University of Cen-
tral Arkansas. The scores in this match 
were a loss of 5-15 in the first, a win at 15~5 
in the second and a duplicate loss of 5-15 in 
the third. 
TOO GREAT EVENINGS 
Oct. 28 - Artie Shaw Orchestra with 
Dick Johnson conducting 
7:30 Benson Auditorium 
$2 students; $4 others 
Oct. 31 - National Shakespeare Company 
"Macbeth" 
7:30 Administration Auditorium 
$1 students; $3 others 
Harding University 
Fall Lyceums 
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READY, AIM, HIT! Tammy Kodatt, a 
junior from Raytawn, Mo., prepares to serue 
the ball to her opponents. The Lady Bisons 
defeated SAU Tuesday night in the Ganus 
Athletic Center. They are now 5-0 in con-
ference play. 
Sports 
Club football 
Top 5 11 A" team 
Men 
1. TNT 
2. Sub-T 
3. Theta Tau 
4. Kappa Sigs 
5. Seminoles 
Women 
1. Oege 
2. Ju Go Ju 
3. Kojies 
4. Chi Omega Pi 
5. Delta Gamma Rho 
Club football kicks off into fall season 
by Archie Shelton 
Bison staff writer 
Last week marked the beginning of the 
flag football season, and both men's and 
women's games were played. 
In the women's single elimination tourna-
ment, Oege defeated Kojies in an exciting 
overtime match, while Ju Go Ju beat Tri-
Kappa. These victories gave Oege and Ju Go 
Ju the right to play in the finals for the Big 
Club "N' team championship. Also, Chi 
Omega defeated Ka Re Ta to earn the spot 
in the Middle Club "N' team final against 
Delta Gamma Rho, who defeated Gata. 
The men's double elimination tournament 
has been filled with lots of games. Here is 
look at the results of the first round of 
competition. The biggest game this week 
saw TNT defeat Sub-T 25-14. 
Big A 
Kappa Sigs defeated Alpha Tau 
Seminoles defeated Bucs 
TNT defeated Titans 
Big B 
Suti-T defeated Titans 
Seminoles defeated Alpha Tau 
Big C 
TNT defeated Alpha Tau 
Sub-T defeated Titans 
Middle A 
Kappa Tau defeated Pikes, Chi Sigs 
Theta Tau defeated Knights 
Middle B 
Pikes defeated Chi Sigs 
Theta Tau defeated Knights 
Small A 
Delta Chi defeated AGO 
Lambda Sigma defeated Sig Tau 
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• ·e1come Alumni 
nd Guests 
HOURS 
Monday- Friday 7:30 a.m.-9:00p.m. 
Saturday-Sunday 2:00 p.m.-9:00p.m. 
MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 
~~ 
Go Bisons! 
DINING SERVICES 
Beat OBU! 
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